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A new

collection for nursery,

camp,

school, kindergarten, parties,

home
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?LhY
.
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.

songs for

am
I

!
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|
'

by

MARY MILLER

and PAULA ZAJAN

his

The Roger 'saner Chorale will
the country beginning in Match 1956,
including an apircarance at Camrais
Hall on March 18. Major highlight, d
the tour will Ire Boston. Philadelphia.

New York City, Chicago, St lauiia,
Kansas City. San Francisco and Seattle.
The Penns, isaaia Aendens, of
An. i, sponsoring four chamber
cert, and

I

I

one lieder

Tine
con-

rerilal ia PhiUdri-

phia this season, ineluding a roacert <d
original works for four hand, at
raw
piano, played by F.leanor and Vladimir
Sokulufl.

25

G. SC

r

t.rulini. youngest conductor
im
regular roster ol La Scab. Milan,

American debut a. guest conductor of tire Chicago Symphony on

fingers

These songs Imve passed on from readier to teacher. The treat
ones have liecn compiled and music composed where none
existed. Presentation is designed so that it wall be clearly understood by anyone handling groups of children. It if invaluable
for children with language handicaps. Fully illustrated.

7

Carlo
tire

mode

,

little

MUSIC

Continued from Page

script scores will hr de pouted perm,,
neatly in the library ol Congress.

HIRMEIt
I
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|
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I

have decided to
upera house in the vieinity

.

„„

o| Linruln

S'lunre, New York City. Two-rhird. ol
the funds needed to build a new tbealtc

have already been raised. Eaprav, hrelude an estimated into. 000 lot purchasing the new site and another S5IXL000 for demolishing ti
house, which w

by
r

Elliot

Y'ork

Tim. -.

„„

m , swNew York

Phil.

when Dimitri Mitro|ioalot dedicated the
Funeral Music Ironi Hit Cotietdi«mtrung to hi» memory
Elmer Dickey ha* been announced
the winner of the annual 11.000 Marian
Anderson scholarship award. A senior
at

Boston University. Dickey hassiodied

ritlr

Roland Hayes, and

Hempstead

ART

riiE ANCIENT

Interest in English handbell ring-

ing in the l-'nited States, leading to

is

OrlT, Cur mm* But ana

towns

Irospitals

in

New England and
tire spirit

at

Urd

and
There

with

the

men.

in-

prac-

was

Mrs. Arthur A. Shurcliff. of Boston,

ticed

objection to the noise wherever they

1923.

Dr.

a

found a place to advance the craft
and l)r. Arthur H. Nichols, her father. took her to England where she
was presented with a set of eight

has encouraged the

handhetls after a demonstration uf

Harvey

Spencer

who

of
first

Irrcame interested in haudbelts twenty
years ago alter hearing
children's party,

them

at

ncarrtotion Church of
i„ Philadelphia.

TV

One of his ringers. Miss Helen Rice,
sponsor of amateur chamber music
playing, introduced handbells at the

formed at her

Isolated

Mrs. Shurcliff raided to the set
to time and trained her

from lime

this

in

sets of handltells

from about

country

of

the

1850.

Said to be of Irish origin, they were

Bnmum

featured by P. T.
ing show.

Where

the

in

a

travel-

Swiss ringer

shakes his bell to produce an effect
the xylophone, the English bells
are held to let the clapper strike

once for each tone to produce the
carillon or tower Irell effect. Another
difference in
is

the English type bells

the control of the clapper

pieces

of

As with

leather

a bell

Iry

two

under the crown.

hung

in a

lower, the

^

two directions. Held with the

only

There arc prominent groups at BenVermont. Pitts-

Beacon
Hill Ringers. In 1937 tire New Eng*
land Uuild of Handbell Ringer* was

mouth upward, the lone is circulated
freely, as from a swinging bell. Clnp-

and Quincy. Massachusetts, at
New Jersey and Michigan

Guild of English Handbell Ringers.

New York

City.

nington College in
Princeton.

decomber

also

activity, at Castle Hill,

children as ringers, six of them par-

Brcarley School in

field

of the choir.

an annual

like

the

the

I

etude

Mrs. Shurcliff took a keen

lerest in the strenuous art.

toured the doorsteps of Beacon Hill

photo-

work of Armstrong Roberts, shows
a portion of the organ and choir

Our

Old North Church. Boston, where lire
arranged for change ringing
in the English manner was hung.
The ropes bang into the ringing
chamber so that each ringer will face

the leader, and plainly see the oth-

home of

the

Chorm

in

of Tire.

else-

of Clrrist-

and on school programs.

Stoekbridge. Massachusetts,

The beautifully colored

as

first peal

drerl

where. stimulating

last (all.

THE COYER THIS MONTH
graph used on the cover ol
Christmas issue uf ETUDE,

was

tended hv members, both as individuals and groups from all parts of the
country, has already been established
Ipswich, Mass.

ers.

directed the Boston University

loft

its present favor, had its beginning
around the turn of the century when
a band of ringers from England prac-

retei

groups, organised
in Catl

largest,

tire

of handbell

receiving widespread

attention in the United Stales as a
medium of musical expression and as
an absorbing activity for young people in churches, schools and oilier organiiations and independent groups.
On Christmas Eve carols arc rung

*- ringing

New

morial tribute by the

etude december 1955

tieipating with the pioneering

wilh

felt.

Mrs. Doris I Continued on Page 40

shouldn’t be a

it

as regards the story

and score
of a musical play,
“ the two elements
must complement each other.”

Christmas concerts

from an interview
with OTTO

AT GRAND CENTRAL
by Alfred K. Allan

Christmas music in

r

PHE

STOCKY,

man pushed his way
through the Christmas holiday crowd jamming New
' ork's massive Grand Central Station. He might have
been just another commuter on his way home to spend a
grove-faced

—

joyous holiday with his family. But he wasn't his destination was death- In plain sight was the entrance to the
subway that would transport him to the Brooklyn Bridge

and suicide in

the frigid waters below.

As though by divine guidance, tlic man suddenly looked
upward to the terminal mezzanine. His eyes fixed on a
shimmering organ behind which sat a smiling, greyhaired woman. Tlie woman’s fingers danced across the
organ's keys and the music of a sacred hymn drifted dow n
t" the hurry ing throng below. The man recalled the linns
he had heard tlie hymn before. It was his mother's favor-

hymn. She always hummed it whenever she was seekand peace of mind during limes of
The beautiful organ music magically lifted the
spirits. He rushed out of the terminal and made
wav briskly to a Water Street mission where he prayed

ite

New

God

for help.

The man convinced himself that suicide wasn’t tlie way,
that he must face his problems wills faith and courage,
A short while later the man was reunited with his family
and, lo complete his reaffirmation of faith, he became a

The woman at the organ was genial, bright-faced Mrs.
Mary Lee Read. Inspiring incidents like this one have
become commonplace to Mrs. Head ever since 1921, when
she established the
cert

until

first railroad terminal Christmas conprogram in the country. The idea has since spread
now some forty railroad terminals over the nation

sponsor similar projects. When asked why she began
this
arduous but spiritually rewarding work. Mrs. Read
replies resolutely, "God gave me the idea!"

Pittsburgh, a

telegram addressed to hrr overtook the
advised her that her mother was not expected to
she should return at once.

train. It
live;

There was a two-hour wait at Pittsburgh for a train
hock to Denver. Mrs. Read sat distraught! v on
a waitingroom bench, her daughter huddled beside her. The stawas gloomy and deserted. “What a harbor for hearttion

aches a railroad station can he."
to herself. "Surely there must
loneliness of travelers.''

*

b">

hat s

A

it.

•

lie

site reflected solemnly

some wav

to ease the

bv

her bench.

she visited the Denver. Colorado,
She hardly slopped t„ catch her

^

Yoa *hnl1;" fhc station master promised without hesi1 hat Christmas Mrs.
Read gave the first railroad
station organ concert. The
opening program of classical
and sacred music was presented a»
a tribute lo her late
mother Each Christmas thereafter tinprogram, were
repealed. Thousands of local
folk flocked to the terminal
.'

.
i
tation.

to listen or to sing

along with Mrs. Read’s heart-healing
he railroad inaugurated
special holiday excursion
from all parts „f Colorado and
neighboring slates

music.

Ld

few years.

I

mUak ln,m who washed

to

hear

Mra

play
In 1928. a second tragedy
entered Mrs. Read’s life.
Tins was the sudden
death of hrr beloved husband. Shortly
tier husbands
passing
Continued on Page 39)
1951

origins of opera, when to songs and
cantatas there was added the setting
of whole plays. These old plays, writ-

from logical motivation; their
numbers have a reason for
being; their plots are lirlievable; and

kind ol energy that leaps across footlights. Y'ou ask him questions he
could nut possibly anticipate, and he

became boring. To

I

flow

vocal

behave

their characters
real life,

brought definite advancea in crediand integration, and Mr. Harbach tells you the going wasn’t alway s
bility

ten in the style of their limes, con-

Otto Harbacb neither looks nor behaves like an octogenarian. Talk

themselves uaturally to arias, Between such moments ol major emotional impact there was just talk, or

straight, and wiry, he gives off the

recitativo,

like people in

without interruption by lowartificial inter-

ol melodies at moments
when rational human beings would
lilt their voices in song. These
mark a welcome de-

polation

characteristics

parture

from

tile

But they arc not new. Actually,

cals.

the

stereotyped musi-

modern American musical began

forty-odd years ago. when Otto Harbach came out of the West to give

Broadway some amazing ideas on
dramatic values.

Now

in his eighty -second year, the

grand old

man

has contributed

ol American o|ieretta
tile hooks and lyrics

over a score ol outstanding
shows. To name but a lew. his

from
eyes

When

notes,

comedy

— which

flash,

he talks of musical

is often

— his

brown

and his resonant baritone

conies out in a boom. His

New York

hit

musical plays include Three Twins;

Mme.

Sherry;

The

Firefly;

High

Kalinka; Mary; Kill Bools;
No, No, Nanette: Rosemarie: Sunny;
links:

tained

many

which

soliloquica

lent

In time, these transitions
gel

around the

writers ol the day tried plays in dialogue interspersed with music. This,
too,

had

its

drawbacks, since

difficult lo find

it

is

performers capable of

giving equal pleasure by singing

by speaking; and,

and

ns there are fewer

home,

great singers than actors, music got

filled

the

high over Central Park, is
with mementoes of the days
when each new season launched a
new Harbach hit, and when producers
vied with each other to get Harbach
ills of less-than-hits. Mr.
lo cure the

Harbach's favorite souvenirs deal
with his leadership of The American
Society of Composers. Authors and
Publishers (ASCAPl. of which he

was President during a

critical

pe*

upper hand. Musical plays gradually stressed singing needs and the
book of the play look on secondary
importance. Mr. Harbach remembers
the days when a hit was credited to n
good score, and a flop to a bad book
when plot was thuught of as something (or the low comedian to luck

Growing

tired of seeing their

books

mutilated lor the needs ol singing,

to well

I— december 1955

etode-december

The Desert Song; The Cal anil The
and Roberta. Each of these
Filltile;

hardly
Inter
office.

breath as she excitedly outlined
her idea lo hint ”1 could
the organ for them, or the
piano or even the harp."

trips

PAST

American musical comedy
is called a new
shows itself in o more
and better integrated blendand music. The new productions lake Rodgers' and Hammerstein’s “South Pacific." lor example)
the

form. This

credible

ing of story

comedy gags and the

whistling gayly, pa-wed

the answer flashes) into her mind. "Stations

few days

Matt on master a

P1

D URING THE

has developed what

t

h

HEYLBUT

Station.

was

ing comfort

his

York's Grand

a cold, rainy night toward the end of 1</21- Mrs.
Bead, a professional musician and graduate of the Pittsburgh Music Institute, was traveling by train, with her
young daughter, enroule from Denver to New York. Near
It

trouble.

man’s
to

HARBACH

as told to ROSE

Travelers by the thousands each year thrill to the
Central

guidance helped to place on a firm

playwrights gradually confined them-

fooling.

selves lo satire or fantasy

—you
"largely

Mr. Harbach

tells

that the his-

tory of the musical

tory

of

— goes

battle”

back

the histo

the

where mu-

interruptions did no harm, or
to meaningless stories that could be
patched together for the sake of the
sical

:

music. Tile result was the type of muwhere a couple engaged in conversation would suddenly, and for no
reason, burst into song; enhance the
song by dancing; and, in a glow of
sjwillighl, sing and dance not only to
each other but to the audience. After
this, they might resume the conversa-

n

;

1

sical

Soviet Russia's top pianist makes
sensational debut

in

America

tion, but it didn't exactly matter.

the history of a battle," says Mr. Harbacli. "Rehearsals

were often a tug-

of-war between book and music, in

writing plays, back in 1906, I had
three goals: to put more sense into
the book of a musical play; to use
no vocal uumbers without logical mo-

and to make the introduction of music a natural part of the
action. I hoped to free the musical
tivation;

“Let's lake a case in point! In 1909,
I was asked to revise tile London production of 1hue. Sherry for American
use. Based on an old farce, the book
teemed with the cliches which killed

und the characters.
London production, the open-

belief iu the plot

In the

ing chorus represented a

lot

men who came

money owed

to collect

of tradesEntil Gild. rehearse- with the Philadelphia

them by one of the principal characters; the butcher, the baker, the candlestick-maker bounced on stage and

yV/Hf-N

”

sang out that they wanted their
money. \ow, that’s not true to life;
your creditors don't appear in a body
something

about

time,

happened

there

uud

it.

to

I

the logical opening for

he a new

[

my

play.

Movement

,

which

As

the cur-

his

Sherry did
lier.

not only stressed

I

just this forty years ear-

Actually,

man’s
1

i

there

should

he no
and the score
of a musical play. The two elements
must complement each oilier.”
Bom in Salt Lake City. Mr. HarItacli attended Caleshurg College
and
Columbia University, beginning his
battle between the story

career as a journalist

He never stud(Continued on Page 45)

phenomenal virtuosity;

loler,

he

had made a few scattered but impresappearances outside Russia
available, hut
they were scarcely a measure of the
full talent.

1

Lillie

dance values hut hecame the theme
for the romance as well. It has Is-rn
said that Oklahoma! was the first niusical to open cold on a hit song. If me.

teen or seventeen. From the beginning, Soviet critics had raved about

some recordings were
:

come on

Every

Ordictra.

I

remember

that four or
r

l

nited Stales

‘If
Gilels ever mines to the
United States we all might a* well stop
playing.' 1 learned of him through
Artur Rubinstein wlm heard him
years ago during a tour of Russia,
when he happened In he in Odessa
‘An old teacher, a nice woman whom
I had known, asked me to come In

sive

I

aesthetic dancing,

acceptable hut necessary.

the Festival.

eessful pianist* in the

said.

looked

changed the setting to a school for
and let the chorus
as dance students. This made
the introduction of music not only

F.MIL GILELS arrived for
American debut with the
on October 3,

this remote child prodigy

w ho
had made his first concert appearance
in the mid-thirties, at the age of six-

craze for aesthetic dancing. I went to
a few performances of this, and found

tain rose, the chorus sang

his

i'hiladclphia Orchestra

range

I

I

j

!

In this respect it is interesting to
note what was said about Gilels in an
in ETUDE hack in January
19*19. Written by Victor 1.
Seroff,
himself a pianist, teacher, writer and
authority on Russian music, the ararticle

liclc entitled

"Musical Fireworks Be-

hind the Iron Curtain” gave a graphic
word picture of conditions relating to
music as they existed in Soviet Russia
at that time.

Concerning pianist Gilels,

the article said in part

"At the close of the Congress
[International Congress of Musicians
in
Prague. May 1949] we heard
in
Prague Emil Gilels,
probably

the

greatest living pianist of lodav,
who
Soviet Russia to play at

came from

what a treat

that usually

is.

bul^he

was an old friend and I couldn't refuse. It was then that I heard Gilds,
a red-haired, freckled little fellow,'

Today Gilrfs is thirty-three. He is far
from unattractive. His hair is Dot
flaming red and the freckle* have left
him. along with his adolescence. He
is a fully matured artist who prise 1.every piece with incomparable finish.
His velvety touch could be compared

|’llE CHIMES of die downstairs clock had scared) begun eounding on this Christmas Eve, 1870, when

A

Cosima Wagner flung aside her pen and hurriedly rose
ten. eleven.” she counted,
from the desk. “One. two
t he
lips tense. ”0h, what is keeping him? Wily doesn
.

up the lamp, site resolutely stepped
minor. Holding the light high above

Impulsively picking
to the full -length

her head she carefully studied every detail ol her reflection.
Daughter of pretty Connless d'Agoull and handsome Franr
Liszt. Franziska Cosima Wagner knew she was not pretty.
sole claim to beauty was her hail. Like a golden cajie
glistened heavy over her shoulders, softening her angu-

Her
As she nervously paced the room the swish, uf her red
dressing gown was not unlike the cracking of the
icc-laden poplars surrounding Triehschen, their home
near Lucerne. Switzerland. Momentarily pausing at the
front windows, she parted the heavy drapes. Below her,
silk

under a wintry moon, white-shrouded trees rimmed the
some with arms half raised, others standing deunder ice-heavy loads.
Shuddering apprehensively she hurriedly dropped the
as if seeking reassurance in their en-

lake

—

jected

it

lar features.

Carefully

setting

down

lamp she re seated hcrsell
whal she had just written in

ihe

at her desk, slowly reading

her diary.

December 24. 1870.

"We lit the Christmas tree at seven o’clock. First came
the Christ-child, glittering anil while, followed by the
children. Richard lielped roll nuts into the room. Then
and Hans.

with Friedrich

stayed until the chil-

curtains again

lie left

warmth. Fear such as hers was no idle conjecture,
last few weeks Richard Wagner had become
secretive in his movements; evasive in his talk. In view
of his well known lack of constancy she viewed his actions

This is the
dren had blown out ail the candles . .
first Christmas that 1 have not given Richard a present,

circling
lor in

tile

I

.

only to Joseph Hoffman's lest, and
He can thunder like Rachmaninoff.
W here Horow ill's virtuosity ends.
Gilels only begins. Hr has to be heard
to be believed. Except for an appear-

drawing him away

nor he lo me. And this is right . . .”
“No, it isn't,” she cried. Tomorrow would he her birthday
. . Christmas
.
with all that they meant lo her,
yet this strange indifference from Richard. Laying Iter
head on the desk she wept, her iron will completely shat-

from her?
A slight movement from the cradle of baby Siegfried
sent her flying to his side. How much his birth had meant
to both of them! Ill llte dawn of that earlv June morning

brittle clacking from without, broke the silence. Then, as
calmness once more came lo her. she began piecing together recent happenings, seeking to discover in their

some years before the war. at
Brussels where be won the first pliathe pianists’ competition. Gilds'

son, Cosette.”

ance.
nt

concert in Prague marked his European debut, Continued on Page 621
t

etude— decembee

I95S

with increasing alarm. Had lie so quickly forgotten all she
gave up to follow him to Triehschen— husband, home,
reputation?

-

little

Was a new

over

ill

tears streaming

face already

months atto— Richard had conic

down

hi’ checks.

me

The day hod hern a busy one. Excited over the approaching holidays, the children were difficult to control.

Had
a short time later

—doubts

.

.

.

.

to her.

"You have given me a

he said. “Think what this means lo

at 56.”

Now—only

.

.

uncertainty.

sister

it

not Iteen for ten-v ear-old Daniela and her younger

Blandine—

I

Continued on Page 44

L

A Great Church
rebuilds
its

The

striking

photograph

the First Presbyterian Church

organ

la the right shows the interior ol
ol Philadelphia, following comple-

tion of the rebuilding of its pipe organ. The picture ir a composite
III five separate shots, taken in this way to show the right and left
•transept organs. The photographs below show various stages in

the work of rebuilding. All photographs are the work of Jesse E.
Hartman and are pre-ented through the courtesy of the Mistier
Organ Company, builder of the organ, and Dr. Alexander Mc-

Curdy. organist of the First Presbyterian Church.

.

rilWHU. BtP.lHT.WEAT

Music in the Church Service
Part One,
Its

by

the orchestra
the daily

in

life

of your school

TT
*

IS to be recognized that in the

church service music

experience in performing the masterpieces of the art. If these persons have
been so fortunate ns to have Iwen

fills

musical at
is

program.
summer workshops

five

held this past season, the ques-

most often asked was. “What
suggestions can you give that will
help us keep our orchestra working

up

to

tion

as

it

capacity?” Since motiva-

lull

a constant problem, especially

is

pertains to the better orchestra

students, we hope that the following
ideas,

meant to help students, parents
oflicials better understand

and school

the functional purposes oi their orchestra,

may prove of some interest
to our readers. Whenever it

and value

power, most students and adults will do whatever possible
to help their
local
groups
become more useful and valuable
organisations to their school and
community. The multiple uses that
may be employed to give the school
falls

within

their

orchestra real functional value should
understood by all who have any
lie

interest

often

in

this

increased

Very
can be

organization.

support

aroused by calling attention to those
devices and plans that have brought
successful

results

in

some

schools,

and thus provided greater motivation
because of better service rendered.
In most situations where a busy orchestra

is

carrying on activities of

real value, the following general types

of performance will be found.
Playing for school assembly proI
grams. lu many schools the regular

of the school's principal,

liturgy, closely

and students that they had
•earned In listen and enjoy music >o

other elements

portant and has value to the entire
school. Such a concept is usually

pride

2.

Playing for special

frllival oc-

or created by a strong central committee of

casions
tional

Holidays and other such

occa-

and teachers who believe
that die orchestra does contribute in
fashion to the life of the

sions

may be

apart

a worthy

An outgrowth of such general
use o( the orchestra will usually bring

school.

about die necessity

for

one or more

music assemblies each semester where the group will be given a
featured spot on the program umi the
entire school given the opportunity lo
enjoy its special musical offering.
However, only when the orchestra's
performance
special

sis

is good will this emphahe repented. It is good to know

that

some

schools have enjoyed such

happy situation for many years; in
it has become a tradition
since
it has been the accepted
pattern for
such a long period that neither
sludent body nor (acuity can remember
a

fact,

when

originated. Several years
this writer hod the privilege
of
it

ago
pre-

senting his high school orchestra
to
such a high school in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, and the wonderful receplion, and the high sense of
musical

celebrating

Christinas,

classed a

little

Na-

from the regular assembly. At such
limes, both background music lo
heighten dramatic climates and lo
create special

moods,

as well as

hut port of the

docs not

mean

3.

Playing at School Plays. Pag-

eants and other yierformances that are
largely
the
responsibility of the

drama, choral music or speech departments can also prove to be very
functional

contributions for the

or-

chestra. In such a capacity of assistance the orchestra can also share with

other

de|iartmcnta

much favorable

and thus

gain

public support lor the

entire school.

Meetings and similar group* can also
provide motivation for orchestra mem-

make

their best preparation fot

an appearance before their friends.
While this type of appearance might
he classed < Continual on Page 46)
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performances of

a

proceed throughout as an indivisible

uut attempt

music

that

its

is any less
dependence

these

relationships

the

been meagre and whose musical unis limited. Bather thon
dodge the issue, the choirmaster is
obliged to face it squarely and to
work toward the satisfaction of the
conditions of his profession, whether
derstanding

or an interested amateur

who

devotes

The problem

is

on the part of the congregation. If all
lire congregation were of the same
background of muaical experience
and were like-minded as to musical

would he

it

relatively

simple

choirmaster to select his reperthat the organic religious

so

needs of the worshippers might be
ceed

in

and
the

at the

same lime

long lo the format of the
rate

direction

of the culti-

and

musical training has been extensive,
with college and university courses

etuda-decomber 1955

liturgies.

into the

which

He

will

He

more

will

elaho-

not introduce

worship of one faith music

may he

some wor-

offensive to

shippers because of

its

inseparability

from antithetical types of belief. All
which means simply that the type

of

of music chosen for the service de-

himself lo church music for the par-

pends upon the nature of the liturgy

employed and the general

it

provides and the

understanding

No one can
Recognition of this dual obligation
on the part of the choirmaster is

all

of die
please

taste

and

congregation.

all the

people at

limes; by- trying to please every-

one the customary result

is

pleasing

probably the most singly Important

no one. The attempt should not be lo

factor in determining the success of

please the congregation but rather lo

any church program.
to

Ideally, in order

prepare himself for

a

career

in

church music, one should secure o
thorough grounding not only- in the
field of music hut also in the area
of church history, philosophy and
liturgies.

To

integrate

properly

the

to pro-

improvement of taste.
However, the body of worshippers
may very well include those whose
vation

'correctness ol

a simple
and organ
anthems and ex-

force into

florid

ticular satisfaction

contribution which be can offer.
of the congregation.

to

service elaborate preludes

the satisfaction of the religious needs

complicated hy the wide divergence
of musical understanding and taste

for the

lire

offertories,

tended responses which properly be-

he be a trained professional himself

taste,

approach

integrity of his

determined by

his perspective in this matter.

he those whose musical experience,
either as performers or listeners, has

preparation of church music demands
an approach peculiar to this particu*

toire

The

unity.

intertwined with the
of the service. This

There is a nice balance which must
be maintained between, on the one
hand, the maintenance of artistic and

fulfilled

4. Playing for ServiceClubs.Church
Festivals, Settlement Recitals. P.T-i.

ber* to

of

in

highly professional nature. At the
other extreme there will undoubtedly

on the other elements but rather that
because

he one in which from the very beginning of the service music and liturgy

is

participated

of the

warp and woof

fea-

tures for special effects, give the orchestra a most important assignment

the country-'* bet-

it

by other* not an adornment

service,

important by virtue of

starlet! in the principal's office

students

bring

God. By some

closely to his

impression created among all
students is that the orchestra is im-

is

to

regarded os on adornment of the

enjoyment and understanding
played by that high school student
body will never be forgotten. It was
the

some of

have sung under the batons of the

worship,

weekly assembly includes opening
ceremonies that call for the assistance
the school orchestra. When this
consistent use is made of tile orches-

faculty

of

ter collegiate choral groups, they will

him

of

of

tra the

members

intended tu create in the listener an
attitude

more

"

I'hURING
tion

music and with

a func-

which primarily is not actually
all. Its principal purpose
one not esthetic hut religious, being

tion

suggestions concerning the various projects for which
the school orchestra may properly supply the music

Primary Function

GEORGE HOWERTON

in various areas of

the other elements, the choirmaster
should understand the place which

music occupies in the particular type
of service in which he is working. It
may be that his church is one whose
belief restricts the place of

music

to

satisfy their needs, at tin- same time
maintaining as tint continuing idea
the aim of the constant improvement

of taste

and elevation ol standards,

proceeding from whatever point at
which the particular congregation

may be found. Taste cannot be
changed overnight and one cannot
nsuallyr force people

suddenly to ac-

type of art with which they
have had little nr no previous ex-

cept a

However, the wise choirmaster can so develop his program
perience.

I

Continued on Page 441
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A
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Ninth-Grader’s

Project
A

young student asks a thought-provoking question

ACCORDIONIST

S

PAGE

nubile
Teacher’s Roundtable
D«bu»my
r.LiPunmnlt Mui. Doc. pr«**nt»
"
.om. Mozart f.v.Mf, •"« •

M

more than

pointers,

umW

flashy

performance
DEBUSSY WINTERS

discs,

etc.

Thank you.
(Miss) E.

S..

New

York.

This slight hurry on the beat you
which Gieseking does, is
acceptable. Although noth-

mention,
l>crf felly

of these

considerably cheaper

U

Frank Gaviani, a leader

comparitivcly

cause

play

1

not even,

is

1

them—

and

it is

advice regarding the craze for

wise for anyone

to listen carefully before purchasing
Many piano records are listed on

speed and more speed

those catalogues, including concertos,

in

sonatas,

and single

pieces.

And

in

B

Valemi. and Sari

minor.

Biro,

Although

by Theresa Costello
rpODAY PEOPLE

I

idea of the real

am

not familiar with these names,
every one of them is an accomplished
pianist and musician whose pianism

Pastorale varicc.

is
I

make

all.

for individuality

The other

passages upon the keyboard. The very word itself
seems to be distasteful to certain kinds of music lovers.

difficult

of the highest order. Occasionally
express myself as opposed to the
I

interpretation.

livery,

and

imitated that small detail.

can

certainly

likewise.

•

“Pastorale variee"

is

charming

You
by Moiart

ions are

But be

himself, but

it

is

of damper pedal and

an

artificial

important

is

legato.
to

it

will

What

is

insure

more

The above list seems to have variety
enough to make it valuable for both
study and performance. The trouble
about it is ... If l open other books
and look through them,
find that
most of their contents could be placed
I

bring out the melody,
select

you

.

That
22

is,

the pieces

is

which you consider

demonstration

Moiart and Beethoven,

or the au-

of Hiittner and Karrer in
Beethoven. Brahms and de Falla. can
be hrard with profit by piaoo indents. .As to Sari Biro—the only are
of the group concisely identified by
a short note on the jacket— her rendering of Moiart's C minor Couooto
is

a

model of relaxed elegance, liquid
and perfect control over all
The record by Frieda Vslenii

For the past two or three years the
market has been flooded with various
brands of records manufactured here,
iu

Europe." According

I

tempi.

—last but not least I would tavfeatures the complete “Goyescas" by

WHO ARE THESE PIANISTS?

but bearing the statement

MOZART FAVORITES
/ am interested in knowing more
about the Momrt repertoire for piano.

a

tone,

and it is indeed difficult. It can only
lie done through playing those upper
notes with very firm fingers, while
keeping all other background notes
in both hands subdued, even in the

only

What a wonderful technician, they will say about some
but nothing more. This misconception has
been aided and abetted by the performances of many accordion artists on television who are always directed to
play numbers with rapid passages.
What has caused this prejudice against great developaccordionist,

ment of technique?

To find liie one to answer this, I could
no one belter qualified than Frank Gaviani, emiand prolific writer of many of
most outstanding books written on accordion technique.
the question was directed to him, this was his reply.
“What has caused this prejudice? Perhaps it is just

“Recorded

infun
actually
i.

Switx-

ies,

then

Enrique Granados, a work whose «*

mendous

difficulty justifies

its

lb*u'F

with Balakirev's “Islamey." Bribes
“Paganini Variations." and tVbsW*
“Etudes." It is performed with
mirable musicianship and ease.

»

*ttu

What surprises me is thsl—
the exception I Continued on Page
studs- decern be"

I

w
2

?

a " hC

^

C°n ’"lcred

al all?

No doubt many people have the imagination and the
emotions of artistic temperament, but lack an adequate
means of

expression.

They simply do not possess the

tech-

nical development sufficient to enable them to give voice
to their thoughts. Trrlinique should therefore include the
complete mastery of all means of self-expression. On the
accordion, especially, no player can afford to neglect any
manual dexterity that will in the long run hasten his arrival
at the peak of interpretation. Naturally, the more physical

capacity

the artist

has at

his

command

his
thoughts, the freer he will be in giving expression to his best.
to

project

think of

nent accordion instructor

or labored in musical writing arc the passages which they

the

have

When

thority

absolutely correct to

connect the melody by holding down
the keys. But is this necessary? 1
don't think so. because that section
being in the treble one can use plenty

if

of superior interpretation u being
sought. For instance here, the smooth,
fluid technic of Weidlich and Eggn
in

no exaggeration
Regarding that passage in the Clair

careful:

de tune:

of

them only leads to the abolition
one's individuality. Bui listening

to

helpful

probably heard Gieseking'a recording

do

and balanced

in

recitalist

have acquired an entirely mistaken
meaning of the word technique when

applied to accordion playing. It seems to mean to them
simply the ability to play very rapidly and perform very

idea of learning from records, and
in my opinion that “aping"

8

.(ter

accordion playing.

they

disclose such names of interpreters
os Maria llutiner, Frits Weidlich,
Felicitas karrrr. Fritz Egger, Frieda

Adagio

The Adagio is a single compositi
not a slow movement from a soni
1 consider it as one of the most be
liful things ever written by Moi
and it should be used by all lead

persist

of those Iiersonal liule mannerisms
which every artist has and which,

in his

out with sound

field, gives

astonishingly so. However the quality

Mozart— probably

does
of the 4th measure. It
not say so in the piece. Is this correct ?
the
2. Claire de l.une, page four,
sharp section, fifth line, right
last beat

four
hand. Shouldn't the notes with the
quarter note stems be held for their
the
full value ? I was told to connect
melody from the C-sharp to C-sharp.

which are

since the basic mist

fourth measure. I heard this played
on a record by Mr. Gieteking and to-

day heard it played by a recitalist in
Xeu York. Both seem to hurry the

Foiled States. Some

in the

me
I would like to have you gwe
your opinion on the following:
line,
1. Golliwog’s Cakewalk, first

ability to

move

the fingers and hands with great agility.

No doubt that particular capability is a very important
and necessary branch of technique on the accordion, but
il

is

who

only a small part of the whole subject. The accordionist
hss given his attention solely to that branch alone

word, nor can he achieve the highest results with that
development alone.”
the

In accordion playing, as in

embraces far

all

other arts, technique

more than mere

action. Its perfect

agility and rapidity of finger
attainment includes every means of ex-

pression possible for the accordionist to

command.

Endurance, tone or color production, touch, intensity
ul feeling, phrasing, elegance of execution,
detail— all arc represented in the varying

symmetry of

branches of
technique. If one has studied and can produce only agility,
thereby haring acquired only one-fifth of accordion tech-

to perform, will manage to make those passages so
beautifully expressive that the listener will never notice

the difficulty of the music being played, so much will it
delight his ear. The execution of a very simple melody,
alow, soft

and melting, can be performed with such

skill,

the tones flowing into each other, that the listener forgets
that the accordion which is being played is only a me-

chanical instrument with air that flows through it. What
patience and application is needed to develop the touch of
massive chords, os well as the light brilliance nl rippling

progressions!

Withonl technical command,
It

Li

only

when

been mastered,

To

all

oil

of this

is

impossible.

the various phases of expression have

that true interpretation

can be produced.

the artist, there

mind

is no feeling worse than to have in his
a certain impression, and not to be able to repro-

duce the picture on

On

his

accordion, because of lack of
other hand, what a satisfac-

technical

ability.

tion

to the accordionist to

it

is

the

resume the playing of a

number which he had studied diligently in the past
without completely mastering ( Continued on Puge
51)
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Specialists
by Alexander McCurdy
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O

UR AGE

could hardly wait to inform
his colleagues next day that, in the
“Carmen” Overture, while the double-

He

which

a subject to

scholars have de-

1ms been coiled, with
good reason, on age of specialization. The days when one man s
brain, like that of a Copernicus or a

time.

"OOM-pah,

to be performed, there has been much

Sir Francis Bacon, could contain literally the entire store of human

OOM-pah,”

the rest of the orchestra

was playing

the

knowledge, are far behind us. The
arts and sciences have been divided

This is certainly a specialist’s way
of looking at music and musical per-

conjecture and debate over how it
ought to be played. The “Art of
Fugue” has been played by everything front a harpsichord to a cham-

and sub-divided into watertight compartments, within which the specialist
knows everything worth knowing in
his field, however little he may know
of matters outside it. Hence the wry
observation that "a specialist is a
man who knows more and more
about less and less.”
Even the study of music these days
is
is

a matter for specialists.
it

No

longer

taken for granted that any culti-

instrument.

The

cultivated

adays seems content

man now-

to leave

music to

the professionals.

Which

And

is

yet even

perhaps as

among

it

the professionals

tendency toward specialization and
to

see

music

row. single-minded point of view.
reincinltcr once hearing a group
I
of students at a conservatory discuss

the previous night's concert.

The oboe

player could talk of nothing hut the

Brahms symphony.
was scandalized by
the fact that at one point the trombones had come in two bars loo soon.
The string performer remembered
oboe solo

The

in the

brass player

chiefly

that

the second-desk

violins

two pages at a crucial

had

flipped

spot.

None of them, to judge by

their

conversation, had heard the perfonn-

Then, there

is

playing

were

Toreador Son g.

Nol quite as extreme as

this,

but

nevertheless a matter for concern, is
growing trend toward specialization
a

in the pipe-organ field.

The

availability of Fulbright schol-

the well-known story

of the opera double-bass player

who

once decided on his day off to attend
an operatic performance for the first

specific instructions as to

left

how

was

ber orchestra, and there seems no
reason why it should not lie pUycd
on the pipe organ as well.
Herr I feel constrained to sound a
note of caution. The student ought to
decide fairly early in his career

and

whether he intends to he a scholar or
a performing organist The “Art of

arships and other scholarships

abled

numbers of advanced organ

Fugue”

is for scholars.

For a working

organist, with services to play and

cial projects.

I have met students rewho were about to begin such
undertakings as studying ail the or-

choir rehearsals to conduct

cently

cialized learning.

gan works of Dupre with the composer, learning all the works of Moz-

pression that fur an organist

1

hope

I

ter not to

than to

am

it Is

spe-

me

pianist friend of mine, a pro-

piano and organ ,

maintains that they are not true: (l)
artist playing the violin makes a

An

differentiation between, for instance,

G-sharp

and A -flat, and

notes are not the

that the

tuo

same. Ill A piano

is always actually out of
”
tune to a slight degree

or organ

C.
Actually

/.. .S.,

G-sharp and

AW York
A-fiat

it is bet-

the “Art of Fugue”

it Quite the contrary ;

are

very slightly different in pitch. A-flat

being about a vibration lower than
G-sharp. In this Maine village where
ain spending the

summer and

paring this material

1

that a violinist who plays much with
piano accompaniment ceases to dif-

I lie

or

the piano

of the hand.

The works

of

leas

impro-

Mozart are a reward-

ing study, and the “Art of Fugue”

is

man
in

into a panic. Here

which

I

is a situation

Continued on Page

etude— decern bef

on the untempered scale. In
is a difference, noa very keen ear. between

HUMBER OF POSITIONS
How many positions
.

on n

If

a piano were

made

that

perfectly in

tune ill the key of C major, it would
he dreadfully out of tune in B major
major, and disturbingly so
or D-flat
in

less

the

Unit

it

hand lean.- forward in the wrist
and the fingers push on ahead

From

the ninth position

remote keys. So the

skilled

piano tuner resorts to what

is

known

as tempering the scale: that

is,

tuning

very slightly off
pitch so that in all keys the ratio of
true to false remains the same.
I heard a striking example of the
intervals

ttude-decamber 1955

and only very occasionally
docs one need to cross further than
neighboring siring.
position,

are there

.

violin fingerboard ? 1

knew

there

tlie

Although a
there are thirteen, Is this true?”

G. S., Nebraska

first

violinist

one wants to be pedantic

if

it.

and mayle
on the fingerboard.

there are thirteen

G on

the

E string,

“in the rosin”

must know

llte

seven positions thoroughly, he
let himself heroine overly

should not

position-conscious,

Acs.

fourteen positions
silkiuess of quality
otherwise unobtainable.

58*
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detail than

piano collaboration, gradually comes

certain

and fingerboard

in the first positiun. Above the
eighth this shaping cannot he mainand to reach the higher notes

tained,

joint

much more

between such notes.

A string quartet, on the other hand,
and especially a quartet which makes
it a policy to play rarely if ever with

the "Art of Fugue”

little else.

the fingertips

hand

between the
ami

positions

eight

had

answers to your ques-

will find

rounds. Such an unforeseen happening may well throw an inexperienced

— much

who knows

tempered

to the

difference

have space for here.

a six-part fugue
vise one!” I

ist

was tuned

correct shaping of the left

you

tions given in
I

High

and

The

If you have access to au edition of
Grove's Dictionary of Music, turn to
the article entitled Temperament, and

about

Consider a l> pical emergency which
prubably occurs in hundred* of
church services every week. The Ob
fertory runs short. The work chosen
to be sung at this point is over before
the ushers have finished making their

he

seven

peculiar

I

they should

the other hand, except in

emphasizes
first

ticeable to

is

On

nized.

one rarely has to play an extended
in a position above the
eighth, und very rarely indeed does
one have to play across tile four

passage

those above. Up to the seventh— or.
for a large hand, the eighth— the
hand and arm should maintain the
same relative shape with regard to

such playing there

not the

The
Bee-

of which the

Flonzaleys played with the |ierfecl in-

G-sharp and A-flat, between B sharp
and C, and between all other “iden-

special-

program was a

tonation and purity of style everyone
expected of them. Then, after the in-

Being a well-rounded musician,
however, means exactly wltal it says.
Such a man has a variety of knowledge and skills which are uscfnl and
is

a benefit performance.

Quintet with Gabrilowitsch. and the
intonation, almost from the first
chord, was dreadful. The Quartet was
playing on the untempered scale but

be well-rounded musicians.

to play

and therefore

tions,

studied until they are easily recog-

in

part of the

thoven Quartet and a short quartet by

everything one learns increases his
knowledge of music and broadens his
perspective. We can never learn loo
oiuch. A whole lifetime is all too short

necessary in his work. His

scale

some extremely modern compositions

owitsch
first

have the privilege of studying his
works under the master himself. Anyone who has heard the marvelous improvisations of Dupre cannot fail to
be impressed by his musicianship no
less than by his wonderful command
of the instrument.
An American
composer whose name would probably be familiar to the reader if I were
indiscreet enough to mention it. once
told me, after hearing Dupre improvise a tremendous six-part fugue on
a I heme supplied from the audience:
“Personally. I’d hate to have to write

lup-sidcd development of the

tempered

the

rated with the pianist Ossip Gabril-

Emmanuel Moor, both

transcribing Bach’s “Art of the
Fugue” for the pipe organ.
Such projects arc in themselves valuable and worthwhile. I yield to no
one in admiration for Dupre, and
rather envy the young man who is to

for learning the things we need to

vs.

some thirty-odd years ago, when the
famous Flonzaley Quartet collabo-

pre-

do not have

hooks which give the
between the two
Hut the difference is so slight

arcess to the

notes.

ferentiate

untempered

if

actual relationship

not conveying the im-

know

know

A

fessional teacher uj

1

students to devote themselves to spe-

telling

right in believing the following

facti?
it

Would you mind

.

.

am

no

fellowships for study abroad has en-

should be.

be an ever-present

there seems to

compart mcnlalization,

basses

1

voted lifetimes. Since Bsch

for

this

causes

lack of fluency in shifting. Positions

arc stations to be

moved

in

and out

of. not stations to remain in. Shifting,
therefore, should he taught as carlv

four octaves above the open G string,
to be in the thirteenth

can he said

A one whole-step
higher might be considered as being
position: and the
in the fourteenth.

But it is rarely useful and never
necessary to think of any position
above Use seventh or eighth as a separate entity.

Up

to the eighth

ever, another matter.

ly

called

strings in

One

is

is,

how-

frequent-

upon to play across the
any of the first eight posi-

THIRD POSITION STUDY
. Could you irlcase advise
me
concerning fl) Third position study
? Ill Easy pieces for adults.
( 3 1 Study material for their adtance.

— when

meat. 14 1 A beginning book foe a
16-year-old girl who has had piano
training, but

(

now

is

starling violin."

Miss E. L. S., North Carolina
Continued on Page 52)
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Jean Sibelius. 90
is

Ihc

years old His month,

Fast and londfJso

WILLIAM FIOSKINS

tee)

looked boob by every one of Finland's inhabitants

as a symbol

of

Ibeir

straggle

Independence.

lor

Indomitable

film
by

Harvay Barman
himself, however, is not a man t«> Icar
This December Rlh. reaching his 90th birthday,

The composer
the future.

he can still remember all too vividly what he and Ills
beloved land have undergone in his lifetime. Had he been
a man afraid, in large measure, much of what Finland
enjoys today might never have come to paw
For example, shortly before the turn of the century.
Finland still lay under the yoke of the Russian Curs.
Nicholas sat on the throne in Moscow and the land o!
the Finns was still a vassal slate. One day, more on whim
than as a necessity of stole policy, Nicholas took an ini-

magnitude, lie decreed that since Finland was a part
Russia, it would have to act more in accordance with
the laws of Moscow. Finnish as a language was frowned
upon: national literature and music were stifled; liberties
were abridged: a wave of arrests swept the land from
end
first
•>f

»in'ki la.l

.umnirr—a

hijchliglil of Ihc

orchestra’s

to end.

AM: DAY LAST SUMMER. Helsinki, Finland. donned
''

its

most festive attire and

childlike anticipation

countryman.

It

isn’t

for

its citizens

the

waited in almost

an

of

arrival

illustrious

often these days that Jean Sibelius

ventures far from his white house, surrounded

by

the

garden in which the Rowers run riot in a maze of color
and aroma, and when he does the communities he visits
consider themselves singularly honored.

For

to the

average Finn, usually tight-lipped, slow to
independent, in honoring the com-

praise and strongly

poser he knows be

is

honoring his nation. Every one of
come to recognize

Finland's 4,000,000 inhabitants has

Sibelius as a symbol. His struggle and the nation's struggle

were interlinked: his travail was Finland's travail;
a nation standing

his independence is the independence of

against hopeless odds and prevailing.

AS ONE FINNISH SHOPKEEPER

"We

revere Sibelius because

lie

has

put

it

not long ago,

become the voice of

our country, not only to ourselves, but to the world at
Then he added hastily. “But lire years are weighing heavily on his shoulders. Some day. incvitahlv, we
large."

—

must lose him and when w-e do the voice of Finland
he stilled, perhaps forever."

will

Sibelius.

23 years

ol.l

at the time, heard the edict

and

rebelled along with others of the young men who preferred prison and even death to the Russian tyranny.

An underground was organized. The authorities were
plagued by outbreaks, "accidents,'' almost insurmounl.
able

difficulties.

BI T SIBELIUS

WAS QITCK

to realize that resistance

not enough if it docs not have a reason for being. In
his heart he knew that independence was doomed to fsilure
unless it had a spark to ignite it.
is

I -ale in 1895 the composer set out to find that spark. It
was not easy. In the dim past there had lwen heroes who
most Finns had long ago forgotten. There had Iteen moments of oppression and light, darkness and sudden revelation of the future to come.
In his room, aware of the fact that should he be discovered the Imperial Government would probably execute
him. Sibelius wrote from his heart as few men have ever
done about llieir native lands. His patriotism flooded his
music; the forests and myriads of lakes permeated his

notes; the indomitable spirit of the Finn raced through
every piece. IA hen he had finished, he had given to his
people and to men of the world everywhere— powerful
a
weapon to turn on tyranny. Continued on Page 501
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Saw Three

I

Ships*

Saw Three

Ships'

Jolly Old Saint Nicholas

now, you ueai o»u
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* from"Christmas

Carols" arranged for piano duel by
Copyright 1935 by Theodore Prefer Co.
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Ada Richter
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